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“To top or not to top?” that is the question. Yesterday’s ATCH forced me to switch to the bullish count as the most 

likely count (Remember it is all about probabilities of possibilities). The market didn’t disappoint and rallied to a new 

All-Time-High (ATH) today, but not a new ATCH. Another bearish intra-day reversal like July 27. Such reversals in 

quick succession strongly suggest buyers’ exhaustion. To add insult to injury, the S&P500 was unable to hold above 

SPX2480, what I had labeled as micro-1 of minute-v, and dipped to SPX2470: a 20p drop. Therefore, the ideal-wave 

tracker table for the micro-degree waves as shown in yesterday’s update doesn’t apply anymore and all this means 

there are two options left: 

1) All of major-3 topped at SPX2490 in an unorthodox (likely diagonal) 5th wave. Remember all 5th waves are 

required to do is make a new high. One can make the case for an expanding ending diagonal as shown in 

Frost & Prechter (Fig 1-19, p39). Mission accomplished. 

2) Minute-v is not yet done, and is now in micro-d of minute-v with a final target of just north of SPX2490 

Figure 1. SPX 1-min chart. Minute-v topped as an unorthodox diagonal? 

 

To be technical safe and sound, price needs to drop below SPX2406 to confirm major-3, but now a drop below 

SPX2459 is a first serious warning followed by SPX2450 as at that stage the market is making lower lows and highs.  
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Today the S&P500 daily chart shows a new ATH, but a lower close. That is bearish. Price did break out from the 

ascending triangle as anticipated, fell 10p short only to close back inside the pattern. That is bearish. There’s negative 

divergence on the RSI5 and MACD (red arrows), whereas the MoneyFlowIndex hasn’t made higher highs (blue 

arrow). The MACD’s higher high in June vs May signalled the current top, but the negative divergence between then 

and now (orange arrow) is not foretelling of a higher high, but of a lower low. The A.I. turned yesterday’s initial buy 

to a sell, thus not confirming it. Price is still above the 10d to 200d and in the up trend channel. But, as shown the 

Technical Indicators are not having much of it. 

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: TIs pointing down, sell signals are back, negative divergences, but price still in uptrend and 

above all important SMAs. 
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Last week I showed that the DOW JONES -as well as the COMPQ and RUSELL2000- is in a different count compared 

to the S&P500. I was then looking for (blue) nano-iii of (orange) micro-3 of (grey) minute-iii to peak and today was 

the first lower close in 10 days, signalling this wave. The RSI-5 and MFI14 reached peak momentum (dotted blue 

vertical line); which in the 3 prior occasions during this Bull since February 2016 signals 3rd of 3rd wave highs or all of 

wave-3 highs. Hence, as said last week. I could be off by one wave degree. But for now, I’ll go with what’s shown. 

This means the DOW JONES has most likely a few more scribbles to go before it peaks. This does not have to mean 

the S&P500 or NASDAQ will go to new ATHs too, as the prior divergence between indices clearly shows they are all 

in their own world. 

Figure 3 DOW JONES daily TI chart: iii of 3 of iii peaked or possible already 3 of iii. 
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Breath deterioated further today, as the McClellan Oscillator for the S&P500 end at -27, and thus the SPX-SI 

(summation index of the MO) sell signal from last Friday remains in effect as market breadth also failed to confirmed 

today;s ATH. As I said yesterday:“ This behaviour [higher prices on negative breadth] remains IMHO typical of a 5th 

of a 5th wave when few stocks push the indices higher.” So far nothing has changed that view, and instead only further 

confirmed it. Please remember the negative divergences on the % of stocks above their own 50d and 200d SMAs 

that I showed last week. Those divergences have only gotten worse: not a healthy sign. 

Figure 4 A) SPX-SI remains on a sell. B) The number of stocks above their 50d SMA (and 200d SMA, but not shown) 

do not confirm today’s ATH. 
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As a quick reminder, today is the next Fib-based turn date: right on que 😊  

In conclusion: By looking “under the hood” (assessing market breadth) we knew things were weak and suspect as 

market breadth was not confirming the higher prices and the SPX-SI turned to a sell on Friday. Therefore we should 

not only count waves because the market is all about probabilities of possibilities. Counting waves only gives 

possibilities, but by applying many other tools, such as market breadth, TIs, buy/sell indicators, etc we can add 

probabilities enhancing the odds tremendously of having the correct view of the state of the market.  

Although one more wave up (micro-e of minute-v) cannot be excluded -and would technically look better- an 

unorthodox (expanding ending diagonal) is certainly possible. With price now having traveled well into the ideal 

target zone of SPX2485-2505 I’ve had for months for major-3, this is not the time to become complacent. I’ve 

however forewarned of a larger top for weeks. A break above SPX2490 signals micro-e to ~SPX2500 is underway. 

Although technically price needs to break below SPX2406 to fully confirm major-3 (this nullifies SPX2408-2490 of 

being a 1st wave), a break below SPX2459 is a first serious warning.  

Market breadth is negative, the TIs on the charts are on sell and pointing down, and the indices are all in different 

EW counts. All suggest a pending top. 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 
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